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Abstract Question Answering over Linked Data
(QALD) refers to the use of Linked Data by question
answering systems and in recent times this has become
increasingly popular as it opens up a massive Linked
Data cloud which is a rich source of encoded knowledge.
However, a major shortfall of current QALD systems
is that they focus on presenting a single fact or fac-
toid answer which is derived using SPARQL (SPARQL
Protocol and RDF Query Language) queries. There is
now an increased interest in development of human like
systems which would be able to answer questions and
even hold conversations by constructing sentences akin
to humans. In this paper we introduce a new answer
construction and presentation system, which utilizes
the linguistic structure of the source question and the
factoid answer to construct an answer sentence which
closely emanates a human generated answer. We em-
ploy both Semantic Web technology and the linguistic
structure to construct the answer sentences. The core of
the research resides on extracting dependency subtree
patterns from the questions and utilizing them in con-
junction with the factoid answer to generate the answer
sentence with a natural feel akin to an answer from a
human when asked the question.
We evaluated the system for both linguistic accu-
racy, and naturalness using human evaluation. These
evaluation processes showed that the proposed ap-
proach is able to generate answer sentences which have
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linguistic accuracy and natural readability quotients of
more than 70%. In addition, we also carried out a fea-
sibility analysis on using automatic metrics for answer
sentence evaluation. The results from this phase showed
that the there is not a strong correlation between the
results from automatic metric evaluation and the hu-
man ratings of the machine generated answers.
Keywords Answer Presentation · Question Answer-
ing · Dependency Parsing · Linked Data · Semantic
Web
1 Introduction
Question Answering over Linked Data (QALD) tran-
scends the traditional Question Answering (QA) pro-
cess to a new dimension. Instead of a corpus or
any other text collection, QALD employs the massive
Linked Data cloud as an information source to retrieve
the answers to a question posed in a natural language
[15]. The ﬁrst step in QALD is to reform the natu-
ral language question as a SPARQL (SPARQL Proto-
col and RDF Query Language) query which is the de
facto technique for querying Linked Data. This query
is then executed on the target Linked Data resource
from which the answers are extracted. Compared to
the conventional QA approach, QALD provides many
advantages. Firstly, as Linked Data contains structured
knowledge in the form of triples (subject↔ predicate↔
object), this can be easily queried to produce answers
with with reduced ambiguity compared to information
extraction based techniques which involve error prone
sub-processes such as, named entity extraction, relation
extraction inter alia. Secondly, Linked Data contains
massive amounts of interlinked information compared
to a traditional knowledge base or a corpus [3].
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Although, QALD oﬀers great ﬂexibility to the QA
research, the answers extracted through QALD are still
factoids. This is because a typical SPARQL query ex-
tracts only the requested information units (e.g., an ob-
ject or a list of objects) from the structured Linked
Data, very much similar to a SQL query executed on a
relational database. However, numerous researches [22,
11,21,20] suggest that, in general, QA research should
now extend the focus to the presentation aspects once
the answer is extracted. The need for presentation
is also inﬂuenced by recent developments in related
domains such as Intelligent Personal Assistant (IPA)
research (e.g., Apple Siri, Microsoft Cortana, Google
Now) [13].
This paper introduces the concept of answer sen-
tences as a presentation mechanism for QALD. An an-
swer sentence is a linguistically complete natural lan-
guage sentence which embeds the acquired answer, built
by utilizing the linguistic structure of the source ques-
tion. The technique combines syntactic as well as se-
mantic approaches to generate the answer sentences
which is also akin to how humans construct answer re-
sponses to questions. To the best of our knowledge, no
previous study has investigated generating an answer
sentence utilizing the source question’s linguistic struc-
ture.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses some of the related approaches. Due to
the absence of approaches which closely resemble our
objective, we provide a discussion on a broad context of
answer presentation. Section 3 focuses on the method-
ological details which is followed by Section 4, which
explains the experimental framework. Finally, in Sec-
tion 5 we conclude the paper with an overview of the
future work.
2 Related Work
As mentioned in Section 1, the theory behind the an-
swer presentation described in this paper has not been
experimented in earlier literature. However, some indi-
rectly related work motivated our current approach.
Bosma [4] presents a summarization based approach
for answer presentation. In this approach the sentences
in the document where answer is appeared are extracted
and then analysed for existence of rhetorical relations
[16]. The resulting Rhetorical Structure (RS) is trans-
formed to a weighted graph which is then used to se-
lect sentences that are more important to the context.
Although the approach looks promising, it has several
drawbacks. The key challenge here is that identiﬁcation
of rhetorical relations among individual sentences in un-
structured text is a complex and diﬃcult task. Bosma
[16] assumes that rhetorical structure of the document
is available from beforehand, however, in fact such re-
sources are rare and inaccurate. One possible alterna-
tive would be to employ a model to extract rhetorical
relations from the document. However, these are ex-
tensively error prone as sentences may link to other
sentences in the document, not only via simple seman-
tic relations, but also though more complex and hidden
semantic relations which current models are incapable
to identify. Bosma’s model diﬀers from our approach
signiﬁcantly. Our focus in this research is to utilize the
source question as the basis for presenting the answer,
while Bosma attempts to use pre-constructed sentences
in the source document to present the answer.
Signiﬁcant eﬀorts to present answers in QA system
is evident in the cooperative QA systems. A cooper-
ative QA system is an advancement of a general QA
system which tries to provide useful answers to the
user even in situations where a speciﬁc answer is not
to the user’s question is not available. A widely used
strategy in cooperative QA systems is the intensional
answering where instead of retrieved answers (exten-
sional answers) to a question, an answer is generated
which represents the characteristics of the retrieved an-
swers. Beneramara [2] mentions the ﬁve strategies of
intensional answers: introducing higher level concepts,
data reorganization, generalization, quantiﬁcation, and
correlation in the elements of the question. The general-
ization in the intensional answers is similar in context to
our problem. The generalization looks at all the answer
candidates and generates an answer which can better
describe the answer set. Although Benamara [2] does
not use the linguistic structure of the source question as
in our approach, the generated answer can be presented
as a sentence. For instance, Benamara [2] explains an
example scenario for the question “which country can
I visit without any visa formalities?”. For this question
a potential answer from a traditional QA system will
generate a list of countries as the answer. However, a
cooperative QA system with intensional answering ca-
pabilities will generate an answer in the form of “All
the countries of the EEC except the UK and Norway”.
This type of a sentence which represents the general-
ized form of the extensional answer set humanizes the
QA systems by providing a more natural answer. How-
ever, this paper focuses on generating a sentence which
uses the same linguistic structure that question con-
tains. This sort of answering mechanism conveys the
message to the user that QA system properly under-
stands the message and the language constructs that
are embedded in the user’s question.
Similar to the work carried out by Benemara [2],
Moriceau [24] explains the numerical data integration in
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cooperative answers by generating a sentence with inte-
grated answer set. Moriceau uses the four relations (in-
clusion, equivalence, aggregation, and alternative) that
are deﬁned by Webber et al [35] to integrate answers.
Although Moriceau [24] does not focus more on lan-
guage generation process to generate the sentence with
the integrated answer, an overview of the generation
process is proposed.
Yu et al [36] present the centroid based summa-
rization [32] for answer formulation in the MedQA sys-
tem which concentrates on generating deﬁnitional an-
swers for physicians. Since the summarization method
relies on the centroid based approach, Yu et al [36]
employ group-wise average and single pass clustering
selectively to cluster sentences to support the summa-
rization model. Although the MedQA is evaluated us-
ing human participants focusing on the usability of the
entire system, the evaluation set is too small (12 ques-
tions) to derive important conclusions and generalize
the ﬁnding of the research. Compared to the MedQA,
our approach utilizes 52 questions and evaluated with
multiple dimensions which will be described in Sec-
tion 4. An inherent drawback to summarization based
answer presentation is out-of-focus summaries that will
be generated if the answer appears in a document which
is not in the same context as the question. MedQA is
also exposed to this drawback since it relies on the lexi-
cal similarity to remove redundant sentences instead of
a combination of lexical and semantic features. Simi-
lar approaches to MedQA can also be seen in the work
carried out by Demner-Fushman and Lin [6], which uti-
lizes the MEDLINE sentence summarization approach
to present the answer.
Vargas-Vera and Motta [34] report the implementa-
tion of AQUA QA system which uses a domain ontol-
ogy to enhance the ﬁnal answer. AQUA retrieves the
answer related concepts from the domain ontology and
then transforms these concepts to natural language.
Since the ontology concepts are related to each other
with standard relations set, a controlled natural lan-
guage based approach can be employed for the trans-
formation. A key challenge here is the identiﬁcation of
domain ontology to extract concepts. Although this is
possible in closed domain QA, ﬁnding such ontology is
extremely hard in open domain QA which deals with
multiple domains.
We described a number of answer presentation
mechanisms here which essentially focus on naturalizing
the extracted answer. However, the approach we pro-
pose in this paper diﬀers from these approaches where
we concentrate on using the linguistic structure of the
source question to present the answer as an answer sen-
tence.
3 RealTextasg: Answer Sentence Generation
This section focuses on describing the answer sentence
generation system in detail. We start our discussion by
introducing the system architecture and then proceed
to explain individual modules in detail.
3.1 System Architecture
Figure 1 depicts the system architecture of the answer
sentence generation. The architecture comprises of two
phases; one which focuses on extracting patterns and
the other which utilizes the extracted patterns to gener-
ate answer sentences. The pattern extraction phase ex-
tracts typed dependency subtree patterns from the de-
velopment question dataset and preserved in a database
after ﬁltering the duplicates. In the database we classify
the patterns with respect to two main question types:
wh-interrogatives and the polar interrogatives. The an-
swer sentence generation phase contain individual func-
tions for each of the pattern recorded in the database
and given a new question and answer pair, this phase
can then generate an answer sentence by applying the
correct pattern and embedding the answer. In addition,
answer sentence generation phase further realizes the
answer sentence targeting a better readability and ac-
curacy level.
3.2 Question Classiﬁcation
Natural language questions can be classiﬁed into two
main clusters based on the interrogative types: wh-
interrogatives and polar interrogatives [33,10]. In ad-
dition to these interrogative types, an imperative state-
ment (e.g., “Tell me the birth date of Michael Jordan”)
can also be used to satisfy the purpose of a question.
However, according to Materna [19], imperative state-
ments cannot be generally considered as interrogatives.
Hence the current research do not consider imperative
statements.
A wh-interrogative is a question which contains
a wh token (e.g., which, what, when, who). All wh-
interrogatives except ones that are based on token
“why” expect factoid answers. The wh-interrogatives
with token “why” always require deﬁnitional answers.
Since our study is focused only on QALD which targets
factoid answers, we do not consider wh interrogatives
based on token “why”.
A polar interrogative is a question that can be an-
swered with true or false value – conforming or denying
the statement mentioned in the question. For instance,
the question “Did Socrates inﬂuence Aristotle?” seeks
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Fig. 1 System architecture of the answer sentence generation
the truth value of the statement “Socrates inﬂuenced
Aristotle”.
Our preliminary analysis on the answer sentences
showed that answer sentences for the two types of ques-
tions vary signiﬁcantly. In essence, answering a wh-
interrogative introduces a new entity or a property of a
mentioned entity. This new information must be en-
coded when answering the wh-interrogative question
with an answer sentence. For instance, the question
“When was the Statue of Liberty built?” seeks the open-
ing date property of the “Statue of Liberty” which is
October 28, 1886. The answer sentence must embed this
new information which will result in “The Statue of Lib-
erty was built on October 28, 1886”. On the other hand
polar interrogatives need a negation or same statement
being restated to form an answer sentence.
Since our study concentrates on answer presenta-
tion, we utilized both natural language question and
the query for the question type classiﬁcation. The query
which is a formalized version of the natural language
question is of course easy to process. However, it lacks
some information such as existence of wh interrogative.
Hence using both we implemented a hybrid rule based
question type classiﬁer.
The ﬁrst step of the question classiﬁcation is to
identify the polar interrogatives. This is quite straight-
forward as polar interrogatives which seek truth value
must always represent as an ASK SPARQL query, as
shown in Listing 1 for a sample question. We parse the
SPARQL query using Jena parser1 and identify the type
and if it is a ASK query then it is classiﬁed as polar in-
terrogative.
1 https://jena.apache.org
Listing 1 ASK SPARQL query for the question ”Was the
Cuban Missile Crisis earlier than the Bay of Pigs Invasion?”
PREFIX dbo : <http :// dbpedia . org /
onto logy/>
PREFIX r e s : <http :// dbpedia . org /
r e s ou r c e/>
ASK WHERE
{
r e s : Cuban Mi s s i l e Cr i s i s dbo : date ?x .
r e s : Bay o f P ig s Inva s i on dbo : date ?y .
FILTER (?x < ?y )
}
Once the classiﬁcation of polar interrogatives is ﬁn-
ished, the rest can be classiﬁed as wh-interrogatives.
To further aﬃrm the wh-interrogative classiﬁcation,
we Part-of-Speech (POS) tagged the natural language
question to check whether it contains a wh token.
Table 1 depicts the POS tags associated with wh-
interrogatives. Table 1 also provides some examples on
both question types for a wider comparison.
3.3 Dependency Subtree Pattern Extraction
In following sections we discuss the dependency parsing
and what it meant by a dependency subtree. We start
our discussion by ﬁrst presenting the foundation of de-
pendency parsing and some basic information as it is
central to our approach of answer sentence generation.
3.3.1 Dependency Grammar and Parsing: An
Overview
Dependency Grammar [25] introduces the concept of
syntactic formation where individual tokens are linked
through asymmetrical relations known as dependency
relations. In essence, the dependency relation connects
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Table 1 Sample scenarios for interrogative types. The table list the associated POS tags, interrogative tokens, and some
example scenarios from both question types.
Wh-interrogative Polar interrogative
Interrogative tokens What, When, Which, Where Is, Are, Was, Were
POS tags WP, WDT, WRB VBP, VBD, VBZ
Question-1 (POS tagged)
WP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Who
VBD
︷︸︸︷
was
DT
︷︸︸︷
the
NN
︷ ︸︸ ︷
successor
IN
︷︸︸︷
of
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
John
NNP
︷︸︸︷
F.
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Kennedy
VBD
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Was
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Margaret
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Thatcher
DT
︷︸︸︷
a
NN
︷ ︸︸ ︷
chemist
Answer Lyndon B. Johnson True
Answer sentence The successor of John F. Kennedy was Lyn-
don B. Johnson
Margaret Thatcher was a chemist
Question-2 (POS tagged)
WRB
︷ ︸︸ ︷
How
JJ
︷ ︸︸ ︷
many
NNS
︷ ︸︸ ︷
students
VBZ
︷ ︸︸ ︷
does
DT
︷︸︸︷
the
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Free
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
University
IN
︷︸︸︷
in
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Amsterdam
VB
︷ ︸︸ ︷
have
VBD
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Was
JJ
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Dutch
NNP
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Schultz
DT
︷︸︸︷
a
NN
︷ ︸︸ ︷
Jew
Answer 22730 False
Answer sentence The Free University in Amsterdam has 22730
students
Dutch Schultz was not a Jew
two tokens, one which governs the relation (head) and
the other which depends (dependent). As dependency
grammar expects each token of the sentence to have a
head, we insert an artiﬁcial root node which actually
becomes the head of the sentence to support the the-
oretical and computational processing of dependency
grammar. Fig. 2 shows an example question encoded
with dependency grammar relations.
The dependency parsing is the process of identify-
ing the dependency structure of a given sentence auto-
matically. The dependency parsers represent two ma-
jor camps; data driven parsing and the grammar based
parsing. The data driven parsing can be further sub-
divided into two classes: transition based and graph
based parsing. Similarly, context-free and constrained
based parsing are two categories that grammar based
parsing can be subdivided into. In this research, we uti-
lized the Stanford Parser [17], a CFG grammar based
parser utilizes universal typed dependencies which will
be discussed in Section 3.3.2.
In our problem of dependency parsing, we denote
a question Q which is composed of tokens q0, q1 . . . qn
where qo is the artiﬁcially inserted root node. Conse-
quently, R = {r1, r2, . . . , rm} is a ﬁnite set of possi-
ble dependency relations types that link two tokens in
the Q. We can deﬁne the dependency tree for ques-
tion Q as a directed tree TQ where TQ = (V,A).
Here, V is the spanning node set of TQ meaning that
V ⊆ {qo, q1 . . . qn} and A denotes the arcs where A ⊆
V × R × V . And importantly TQ originates from the
q0 satisfying the root property which infers that there
cannot be a qi ∈ V such that qi → q0.
3.3.2 Dependency Subtree Patterns
A dependency subtree in our study can be deﬁned for-
mally as TQS = (Vx, Ax) where Ax ⊆ Vi × R × Vj
and Vx = Vi ∪ Vj . The Vi and Vj can be deﬁned as
Vi ⊆ {qi| (q0, r, qi) ∈ A} and Vj ⊆ {qj |qj ∈ V \ Vi} re-
spectively. This formalism limits our dependency tree
to a subtree which originates from the dependent of the
artiﬁcial root node.
We then extract the patterns using the subtrees
identiﬁed from dependency parsing. A pattern in our
approach constitutes to the dependency relations ap-
pear in the subtree. We do not pay any attention on
the actual tokens or their associated POS tags during
the pattern extraction. This is because we only concen-
trate on the syntactic structure from the perspective
of root and not the underlying word level features. Ta-
ble 2 denotes an example set of dependency subtrees
and patterns extracted from the original dependency
trees of parsed questions. The extracted patterns rep-
resent a mere listing of relations. However, to generate
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Who is the youngest player in the Premier League
ROOT
cop
det
amod
nsubj
case
det
compound
nmod:in
Fig. 2 An example depicting dependency grammar relations between tokens in a question.
Table 2 Examples of dependency subtrees extracted from parsed questions. The questions are taken from QALD-2 test
dataset.
Typed Dependency Tree Typed Dependency Subtree Dependency Pattern
What is the oﬃcial website of Tom Cruise?
ROOT
cop
det
amod
nsubj
prep nn
pobj
R[wh] X X
cop
nsubj
nsubj ↔ cop ↔
Root
Who created Wikipedia?
nsubj
ROOT
dobj X[wh] R X
nsubj dobj
nsubj ↔ Root ↔
dobj
Which river does the Brooklyn Bridge cross?
det
dobj
aux
det
nn nsubj
ROOT
X[wh] X X R
dobj
aux
nsubj nsubj ↔ aux +
Root ↔ dobj
In which programming language is GIMP written?
prep
det
nn
pobj
auxpass
nsubjpass
ROOT
X[wh] X X R
prep
auxpass
nsubjpass nsubjpass ↔
auxpass + Root ↔
prep
a sentence utilizing these relations, the order of appear-
ance must be declared. The ﬁnal column in the Table 2
shows the ordered relations which can be used as the
ﬁnalized pattern to generate an answer sentence.
More importantly we use the universal typed depen-
dencies [18] in our framework. The universal typed de-
pendencies deﬁnes a taxonomy of grammatical relations
which can be used across languages. This solves the key
challenge in dependency parsing by allowing them to
adopt for a number of languages to identify the syntac-
tic structure. Further work on universal typed depen-
dencies are still in progress which include mapping ex-
isting dependency schemes to this universal taxonomy
[18]. A main reason that motivated us to employ univer-
sal typed dependencies is the opportunity to consider
our current approach in a diﬀerent language in future.
However, we also support dependency schemes which
do not comply with universal schema. This is achieved
technically by mapping universal typed dependencies to
a framework speciﬁc typology for easy conﬁguration.
The extracted patterns are preserved in a database
and are used to generate the answer sentences. The
process of searching and applying these patterns is ex-
plained in the following section.
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3.4 Searching and applying a pattern
When a new question and answer pair is provided to
generate the answer sentence, the question is ﬁrst de-
pendency parsed and relations are extracted through
the root level subtree. However, we have no prior
knowledge on the ordering of the relations. There-
fore, we search the pattern database without con-
sidering the order of the relations and consider only
the possible existence. For instance, a possible pattern
〈nsubj, cop, dobj〉 is considered as a matching pattern
for the newly derived set (dobj, cop, nsubj) which is
unordered. At this level of processing we have a clear
idea on how the new answer sentence should be syntac-
tically structured based on the source question, but has
no idea on the content.
The pattern application stage looks at what con-
tent should be included in the answer sentence which
will be taken from the source question. The content is
derived by considering all the associated tokens in the
subtrees. These tokens are now transformed into indi-
vidual phrases following the same order that appear in
the source question. However, we do not transform the
phrase that contains the wh-token to a textual phase at
this stage. This is mainly to support answer embedding
process which is explained in Section 3.5.
Then we can order the appearance of these phrases
to form an answer sentence. This is carried out by con-
sulting the order of relations in the pattern that is se-
lected for that particular question. Some example sce-
narios for phrase extraction based on the dependency
tree and their ordering are shown in Table 3.
3.5 Embedding the Answer
The answer needs to be embedded once the pattern is
applied on the new question. The process of embedding
the answer depends on the question type as described
in Section 3.2.
In fact polar interrogative do not need answer merg-
ing, but a modiﬁcation of the polar token is required if
the statement is false, otherwise the question can be
restructured to form the answer sentence. In essence,
we identify the polar token in the dependency parsed
question and then negate it (e.g., is ⇒ is not) if the
answer is false and in case the answer is true we do not
alter the polar token except the restructuring.
For wh-interrogatives, we consult the dependency
subtree with wh-token which is kept as it is without
transforming to a phrase (see Section 3.4). The answer
embedding is carried out through predeﬁned set of rules
considering the linguistic structure of the dependency
subtree with wh-token. The rules with examples are
shown in Table 4.
In addition to embedding the answer, this module
also formulates the answer to make it more natural and
accurate. First if the module determines that the an-
swer appears at the beginning of the sentence, then the
numerical answers are verbalized into literal forms (e.g.,
224 ⇒ two hundred twenty four). This is carried out
through a rule based number verbalizer which is imple-
mented to work on vast range of numbers.
The answers which require measurement units are
then associated with short name of the measure-
ment unit. To identify measurement unit we exploit
the SPARQL query. The framework ﬁrst parses the
SPARQL query, extracts the basic graph patterns, and
embeds triples mentioned in the query. Listings 2 and
3 show a SPARQL query and a resulting SPARQL al-
gebraic deﬁnition for basic graph patterns. Although
the example depicts a scenario with a one triple, a
more complex SPARQL query can result in multiple ba-
sic graph patterns each having multiple triples. In the
next step we screen through the triples and ﬁnd out the
triple which contain the queried variable (e.g., ?num in
the example shown in Listing 2). The predicate in this
triple is the queried predicate and if this predicate is
identiﬁed as one which needs a measurement unit, then
the answer is associated with the appropriate measure-
ment unit. However, to identify this we need a database
which contains records of predicates which need mea-
surement units and some basic information on these
measurement units (i.e., long name and the short name
of the measurement unit). This database is created as a
preliminary work of this project and currently contain
34 predicates with their associated measurement units
information. Sample set of records from this database
is shown in Table 5.
Listing 2 A SPARQL query for the question “How tall is
Michael Jordan?”
PREFIX dbo : <http :// dbpedia . org /
onto logy/>
PREFIX r e s : <http :// dbpedia . org /
r e s ou r c e/>
SELECT ?num WHERE
{
r e s : Michael Jordan dbo : he ight ?
num .
}
Listing 3 Algebraic expression of the SPARQL shown in
Listing 2
( p r o j e c t (?num)
( bgp
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Table 3 Extracting phrases and ordering them based on the selected pattern
Parsed Question Selected Pattern
Extracted
Phrases
Who was the successor of John F. Kennedy?
ROOT
cop det
nsubj
prep
nn
nn
pobj
nsubj ↔ cop ↔ Root
who, was,
the
successor of
John F.
Kennedy
Who developed Skype?
nsubj
ROOT
dobj
nsubj ↔ Root ↔ dobj
who,
developed,
Skype
How many students does the Free University in Amsterdam have?
advmod amod
dobj
aux
det
nn
nsubj
prep pobj
ROOT nsubj ↔ aux+Root ↔
dobj
how may
students,
does, the
Free
University
in Amster-
dam,
have
How many oﬃcial languages are spoken on the Seychelles?
advmod
amod
amod
nsubjpass
auxpass
ROOT
prep
det
pobj
nsubjpass ↔
auxpass+Root ↔ prep
how many
oﬃcial
languages,
are, spoken,
on the
Seychelles
Table 4 Answer embedding for wh-interrogatives
Wh token Merging rule Example phrase Merged answer
Which Preposition + Factoid Answer in which city in Auckland
What Preposition + Factoid Answer for what company for Google
Whom Preposition + Factoid Answer for whom for Steve Jobs
How Verbalized Answer (once/ twice/..) how often thrice
Factoid Answer+ Rest of the phrase how many cars 3 cars/ Three cars
When New preposition + Factoid Answer when on 15 March, 2015
Where New preposition + Factoid Answer where in Melbourne
( t r i p l e <http :// dbpedia . org / r e sou r c e /
Michael Jordan> <http :// dbpedia . org /
onto logy / height> ?num) ) )
3.6 Further Realization
The further realization concentrates on improving the
readability of the generated answer sentences. The
structure of the sentence and the grammatical formal-
ism are all ﬁnalized at this stage of processing. How-
ever, there still exist periphrastic tense embedded in the
generated answer sentence (e.g., Did Socrates inﬂuence
Aristotle? ⇒ Socrates did inﬂuence Aristotle). In many
scenarios to form a question from a statement, a pe-
riphrastic tense must be used instead of an mere inﬂec-
tion. This periphrastic tense is included in the answer
sentence by default since our framework is based on us-
ing the same linguistic structure of the source question
to form the answer sentence.
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Table 5 Sample set of record from the measurement unit database
Predicate Ontology URI Unit Long name Unit Short name
areaTotal http://dbpedia.org/ontology/areaTotal square meter m2
netIncome http://dbpedia.org/ontology/netIncome US Dollars USD
length http://dbpedia.org/ontology/length meter m
discharge http://dbpedia.org/ontology/discharge cubic meter m3
runtime http://dbpedia.org/ontology/runtime seconds s
The further realization module realizes the pe-
riphrastic tense using a verb information database
which is built based on the VerbNet [12]. The VerbNet
is used only to get the required coverage of the English
verbs and beyond that it does not provide the inﬂec-
tions of the verbs except the verb frames. We used the
both SimpleNLG [9] and DictService [1] to get the re-
quired verb inﬂections. Each verb in base form is associ-
ated with the past tense, past particle form, progressive
form, and the third person singular form. The database
has further applications beyond this particular usage
and some of them are discussed in our related projects
[27–30]. Table 6 lists a sample set of the records from
this database which currently contains 3773 records.
We utilize this database to further realize the sentences
to a more natural form transforming all periphrastic
tenses to inﬂectional forms (e.g., Socrates did inﬂuence
Aristotle ⇒ Socrates inﬂuenced Aristotle).
4 Evaluation Settings and Results
The evaluation of the framework was three folds. The
ﬁrst evaluation phase focused on assessing the linguistic
accuracy of the answer sentences. We then performed
a human evaluation to rate answer sentence on both
readability and accuracy. The third evaluation phase
focused on a feasibility analysis of using automatic met-
rics to evaluate the generated answer sentences against
the human provided reference answer sentences. The
following sections provide detailed information on the
datasets and evaluations.
4.1 Datasets
For the evaluation we utilized the QALD-2 train and
test datasets which contain both factoid and list ques-
tions. In this research we do not focus on list based
questions which request long list of information from
the Linked Data resource. This is mainly due to two
reasons; ﬁrstly list based questions are mostly formed as
imperative constructs (e.g., List all cities in Germany.),
and secondly it is not meaningful to generate an answer
sentence from a long list which may contain excessive
number of items (e.g., 2059 diﬀerent cities in Germany).
Although latter can be accomplished by shortening the
list (e.g., Berlin, Munich, Hamburg, Frankfurt, etc.),
such representation will eventually lead to an informa-
tion loss from the user’s perspective as all requested
information is not presented in the answer.
We used the QALD-2 train dataset as our develop-
ment dataset from which we extracted the dependency
patterns while test dataset is used to test the framework
by applying the extracted patterns. The development
and test datasets comprised of 50 and 52 questions re-
spectively.
4.2 Linguistic accuracy analysis
The pattern extraction process resulted in 25 patterns
out of which 18 are wh-interrogative patterns and 7 are
polar interrogative patterns. Although it is possible to
further categorize the patterns based on some features
(e.g., wh token, relation types), we do not carry out
such clustering as it is not related to the objective of
this research.
The framework generated 41 linguistically correct
answer sentences for the test dataset which comprised
of 52 questions reporting a 78.84% linguistic accuracy
level. The framework failed to generate answer sen-
tences for 11 questions (ﬁve wh-interrogatives and one
polar interrogative question). The main reason of this
failure was that generated patterns did not cover the
test scenarios (for 10 questions), and the second reason
was the errors in dependency parsed question.
We then analysed the coverage provided by the ex-
tracted patterns in the test dataset. Fig. 3 and 7 depict
the coverage of top 10 patterns and a list of top-5 pat-
terns respectively. According to Fig. 3, the top-10 pat-
terns were able to cover 73.07% while only the top-4
patterns covered 53.84% of the testing scenarios.
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Table 6 Sample set of records from the verb information database built based on the VerbNet.
Base form Past tense Past participle Progressive form Third person singular Frame types
abridge abridged abridged abridging abridges NP.patient V, . . .
accept accepted accepted accepting accepts NP V NP, . . .
activate activated activated activating activates NP.patient V, . . .
advertise advertised advertised advertises advertises NP V PP.location, . . .
2 4 6 8 10
30
40
50
60
70
Top-k patterns (k≤10)
C
o
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er
a
g
e
(%
)
Fig. 3 Coverage of the extracted patterns in test dataset
nsubj ↔ cop ↔ Root[wh]
nsubj[wh] ↔ Root ↔ dobj
nsubj ↔ Root+ aux ↔ dobj[wh]
nsubjass[wh] ↔ Root ↔ auxpass ↔ prep
nsubj ↔ Root ↔ dep[wh]
Table 7 Top-5 Patterns
4.3 Human rating based evaluation
The human rating based evaluation focused on assess-
ing the readability and the accuracy of the generated
answer sentences. For this task we hired three post-
graduate students who have shown a good level of pro-
ﬁciency in English (all of them have done IELTS and
had scored greater than 6.0). Prior to the evaluation,
we carried out a pilot run to conﬁrm that the partici-
pants ratings are meaningful using sample set of ques-
tions and answer sentences which are not included in
the test set.
The participants were provided the 41 questions for
which the system was able to generate answer sen-
tences. They were asked to rate each answer sentence
for readability and accuracy based on a 5-point Likert
scales as shown in Fig. 4. Each Likert item was coded
with both string representing the rating judgement and
the corresponding numerical value where rating value
“5” (very good) was the highest and the value “1” (very
poor) was the lowest.
The evaluation exercise resulted in 123 complete re-
sponses. The inter-rater agreements within participants
calculated using Cronbach’s Alpha were 0.842 and 0.771
for accuracy and readability respectively. The higher
Fig. 4 Screenshot of the answer sentence evaluation survey
level Cronbach’s Alpha values show that all the raters
completed the task based on a common ground. The
analysis results of this task is summarised in Table 8.
According to Fig. 8, it is clear that all participants have
rated the answer sentences based on a common agree-
ment as removal of any participant cannot increase the
Cronbach’s alpha for accuracy or readability.
Fig. 5 depicts the weighted average of rating results
of both accuracy and the readability for the 41 ques-
tions. According to Fig. 5, for 37 answer sentences (rep-
resents 90.24% of the generated answer sentences), par-
ticipants have rated the accuracy score as Likert value
of 5 (very good). The readability ratings show that 31
answer sentences (represents 75.60% generated answer
sentences) are rated with Likert value of 5 by all three
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Table 8 Summary of the statistics related to inter-rater agreement in evaluation
Participant
Accuracy Readability
Cronbach’s Al-
pha
Item-total cor-
relation
Alpha if Item
Deleted
Cronbach’s Al-
pha
Item-total cor-
relation
Alpha if Item
Deleted
P1
0.842
0.707 0.781
0.771
0.559 0.745
P2 0.707 0.781 0.689 0.593
P3 0.707 0.781 0.584 0.717
participants. The results show that majority of the gen-
erated answer sentences are not only accurate, but also
readable as well.
In addition to this evaluation, we also carried out
further analysis on the data to ﬁnd any potential ex-
istence of relationship between the accuracy and read-
ability. A two-tailed Spearman Correlation test resulted
in 0.612 correlation coeﬃcient (p<0.001) between the
readability and accuracy of the answer sentences. This
revealed that although human ratings for readability
and accuracy overlap for more than 85% of the cases,
there does not exist a strong positive correlation be-
tween the two criteria.
4.4 Automatic evaluation
Our objective in this evaluation phase was to see the
viability of using machine translation based automatic
metrics for answer sentence evaluation. We ﬁrst evalu-
ated the answer sentences using two automatic metrics,
Meteor [7] and BLEU [26], and then analysed whether
the results can correlate with human ratings provided
in Section 4.3.
The Meteor uses four modules to align a human
reference sentence and a machine generated sentence
to assign the score. The four Meteor modules are, ex-
act matcher, stem matcher (uses the Snowball Stem-
mer [31]), synonym matcher (based on WordNet [23]
synonyms), and the paraphrase matcher. This metric
is more focused on sentence based evaluation than the
BLEU metric which works on n-gram statistics.
The BLEU is a measure based on unigram co-
occurrence statistics. Although BLEU is more focused
on corpus level analysis, however, we used it with
smoothing techniques to work with sentence level anal-
ysis as described by Chen and Cherry [5]. Chen and
Cherry [5] introduce four traditional smoothing tech-
niques and three new techniques to use with BLEU.
A brief description of these smoothing techniques are
provided in Table 9.
The availability of reference sentences provided by
human participants is the main requirement to use the
automatic metrics like BLEU and Meteor. We provided
the question and answer pairs to participants and asked
them to come up with answer sentences. Two examples
were also shown to participants to guide them how ex-
actly it should be written. In addition, the necessary
measurement unit was shown together with the answer.
The participants provided answer sentences for a ran-
dom sub-sample of 32 questions.
Fig. 6 shows the evaluation results for Meteor and
BLEU with four widely used smoothing techniques
which corresponds to ﬁrst four techniques described in
Table 9. According to the results, in 9 scenarios Me-
teor and BLEU smoothing techniques except S4 have
reported score of 1 which is considered as perfect match-
ing of human and system answer sentences. In all the
scenarios S4 smoothing technique has reported the low-
est matching score. More importantly this technique
has reported scores below 1.0 for the scenarios where
all other metrics have reported the perfect matching
where human and system answer sentences are exactly
similar in content.
Fig. 7 shows the evaluation results for Meteor and
BLEU with smoothing techniques proposed by Chen
and Cherry [5]. These results also report the score as
1.0 for the exact similar answer sentences as noticed
in Fig. 6. However, there are number of diﬀerences in
the reported values. For example, the neither Meteor
nor BLEU have reported a score above 0.56 for Q-2,
however, smoothing technique BLEU-S7 has reported
a score of 0.97. We carried out a correlation analysis to
analyse the diﬀerences that exist within these diﬀerent
smoothing techniques.
Table 10 reports the result of correlation analysis
performed within automatic metrics. The results show
that BLEU-S7 has reported low correlation with BLEU-
S1 and BLEU-S6 (p<0.05). In addition, compared to
other metrics, BLEU-S7 has shown low correlation coef-
ﬁcients. In general the rest of the smoothing techniques
correlate with others in an acceptable level, for instance,
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Fig. 5 Weighted average of rating values for 41 questions (we have excluded 11 questions from the test set of 52 questions as
our systems was unable to generate answer sentences for those questions)
Table 9 A brief introduction to smoothing algorithms used with BLEU. The last three smoothing techniques are ﬁrst proposed
by Chen and Cherry [5]. These new ones are mostly formed by modifying the traditional ones shown in S1 to S4.
Technique Description
BLEU-S1 This technique uses small positive value if the number of matched n-grams is 0.
BLEU-S2 Details on this smoothing algorithm can be found in Lin and Och [14]. It is based on adding 1
to the matched n-grams count.
BLEU-S3 This smoothing technique assigns geometric sequence to n-grams with 0 matches. The algorithm
can be deﬁned as below.
invcnt = 1
f o r n in 1 to N
i f mn = 0
invcnt = invcnt ∗ 2
mn’ = 1/ invcnt
end i f
endfor
BLEU-S4 Details on this technique can be found in Gao and He [8].
BLEU-S5 This technique is a modiﬁcation of the BLEU-S3 proposed by Chen and Cherry [5]. It changes
the line 4 of the BLEU-S3 algorithm to invcnt = invcnt× K
ln(len(T ))
, whereK is set empirically.
BLEU-S6 This is another novel method introduced by Chen and Cherry [5]. It is based on that matched
counts for similar n gram sizes should be similar.
BLEU-S7 This is the third novel smoothing technique introduced by Chen and Cherry [5]. In essence this
technique combines the previous two techniques (BLEU-S5 and BLEU-S6).
BLEU-S1 and BLEU-S6 show a strong correlation with
a correlation coeﬃcient of 0.998 (p<0.01).
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Meteor is considered for sentence level evaluation
which essentially uses the alignments. We ran a visual
alignment phase to further investigate the Meteor align-
ments. Fig. 8 shows the Meteor direct alignments where
system and human answer sentences contain the same
set of tokens, however, in diﬀerent locations. In both
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), system generated answer sentence
places the factoid answer at the end of the sentence,
while human generated answer sentence places it at the
beginning of the answer sentence. The framework as-
signs the factoid answer to the wh-token, and in both
scenarios wh-token phrases are not the nominal sub-
jects of the sentences. Since the framework builds the
answer sentence based on Subject-Verb-Object (SVO)
concept prioritizing the nominal subject, the factoid an-
swer is placed at the end of the sentence. However, if
the framework identiﬁes the wh-token as the nominal
subject, then in such cases factoid answer will be pri-
oritized.
Fig. 9 depicts a scenario where Meteor paraphrase
alignment is applied. The phrase “married to” and “the
husband of ” are identiﬁed as phrases having the same
meaning and aligned accordingly. Although such align-
ment is very important, appropriateness of automatic
metrics cannot be decided without investigating the
correlation between the human ratings and automatic
metric values.
Since the automatic metrics in answer sentence eval-
uation is carried out as a feasibility study, an important
phase was to measure the correlation between the Me-
teor and BLEU values with human ratings. Table 11
shows the results of correlation analysis between hu-
man ratings and automatic metric values. These results
show that none of the automatic metrics has strong
correlation with human provided ratings for accuracy
or readability. The highest correlation reported was be-
tween BLEU-S7 and human provided accuracy ratings.
However, its value 0.537 does not reﬂect a strong cor-
relation. On the other hand, correlation between read-
ability ratings and automatic metrics was very low and
none of them reports a value with an acceptable signif-
icant level.
4.5 Discussion
This section described the three evaluations phases that
we employed, and in the third evaluation phase we fo-
cused only on the feasibility of using automatic metrics.
The linguistic accuracy evaluation conﬁrmed that the
framework can generate accurate answer sentences for
more than 70% of the testing dataset. Furthermore, the
analysis on pattern coverage revealed that the top-4
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Table 10 Inter-metric correlations for Meteor and BLEU variations. The ones that are marked with an asterisk (*) are has
p<0.05 and the rest has p<0.01.
Meteor BLEU-R BLEU-
S1
BLEU-
S2
BLEU-
S3
BLEU-
S4
BLEU-
S5
BLEU-
S6
BLEU-
S7
Meteor 1.000 0.730 0.800 0.834 0.793 0.728 0.599 0.800 0.471
BLEU-R 0.730 1.000 0.789 0.907 0.902 0.918 0.944 0.774 0.810
BLEU-
S1
0.800 0.789 1.000 0.937 0.964 0.861 0.579 0.998 0.373*
BLEU-
S2
0.834 0.907 0.937 1.000 0.979 0.883 0.750 0.931 0.583
BLEU-
S3
0.793 0.902 0.964 0.979 1.000 0.904 0.738 0.955 0.551
BLEU-
S4
0.728 0.918 0.861 0.883 0.904 1.000 0.788 0.846 0.585
BLEU-
S5
0.599 0.944 0.579 0.750 0.738 0.788 1.000 0.563 0.925
BLEU-
S6
0.800 0.774 0.998 0.931 0.955 0.846 0.563 1.000 0.358*
BLEU-
S7
0.471 0.810 0.373* 0.583 0.551 0.585 0.925 0.358* 1.000
Table 11 Correlation analysis with automatic metrics with human ratings. The ones that are marked with an asterisk (*)
and two asterisks (**) have signiﬁcant levels of p<0.05 and the rest has p<0.01 respectively.
Metric Meteor BLEU BLEU-
S1
BLEU-
S2
BLEU-
S3
BLEU-
S4
BLEU-
S5
BLEU-
S6
BLEU-
S7
Correlation
(Accuracy)
0.271 0.418* 0.157 0.369* 0.300 0.229 0.464** 0.153 0.537**
Correlation
(Readability)
0.239 0.245 0.169 0.272 0.225 0.232 0.181 0.178 0.245
patterns can cover more than 50% of the testing sce-
narios which shows that these patterns are highly rep-
resentative. This conﬁrms that using dependency sub-
tree patterns is a good starting point for the answer
sentence generation. The human evaluation focused on
both the accuracy and readability of the generated an-
swer sentences. More than 90% of the generated answer
sentences were given highest rating for their accuracy
and none of the generated answer sentences were rated
below the score of 4. Furthermore, more than 75% of
the answer sentences were given highest rating for the
readability and again none of them were rated below
the score of 4. This conﬁrms that the proposed frame-
work can generate high quality answer sentences which
are both accurate as well as readable.
The automatic metric based evaluation used the
Meteor and BLEU metrics. We carried out a visual
alignment phase based on Meteor in addition to the
general evaluation. This visual alignment phase re-
vealed how Meteor aligns answer sentences consider-
ing the position of the tokens as well as considering
the paraphrases. The BLEU metric is used under 8
settings where original BLEU metric and 7 smooth-
ing techniques are applied. The inter-metric correlation
showed that the correlation among these diﬀerent met-
rics varies signiﬁcantly. We then analysed the correla-
tion between the automatic metrics and the human rat-
ings. This showed that none of the automatic metrics
can form a strong correlation with the human ratings
for both readability and accuracy of the answer sen-
tences. The results revealed that human evaluation is
still the dominant and most trustworthy method for
evaluation of language generation tasks.
5 Conclusion and Future Work
This paper presented the RealTextasg answer sentence
generation framework for QALD. The objective of the
framework was to generate an answer sentence utiliz-
ing the source question linguistic structure while em-
bedding the answer within. Since QALD is not en-
abled with answer presentation mechanism and there
is no opportunity for summarization based presenta-
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tion mechanism as in traditional QA systems, our pro-
posed approach can be utilized to generate a more nat-
ural answer akin to human answer. The evaluation of
the framework shows that it can generate accurate and
readable answer sentences as evaluated by human users.
We further extended our evaluation strategy to analyse
the feasibility of the automatic metrics in answer sen-
tence generation. This phase utilized BLEU and Meteor
which have shown high correlation with human judge-
ments in machine translation tasks. However, none of
them were able to correlate with the human ratings in
the answer sentence generation task. This is mainly due
to the language variety where users can come up with
diﬀerent answer sentences for the same question.
In future, we plan to improve the RealTextasg to
generate multiple answer sentences for the same ques-
tion utilizing the source question linguistic structure,
the exact answer and additional contextual informa-
tion. This will require us to come up with diﬀerent
strategies so that the dependency subtree can be used
to generate sentences by modifying its structure and
introducing new information. Furthermore, the core of
the approach will be applied to traditional QA sys-
tems which do not use Linked Data as information
source. This will require us to classify questions with-
out analysing SPARQL queries and identify relevant
metadata related to the answers automatically. In ad-
dition to the development tasks, the framework will be
further evaluated with higher number of participants
and further investigations will be carried out to identify
automatic evaluation strategies that can result higher
correlation with human ratings.
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